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Abstract—Recently, an attractive clustering approach named
multi-exemplar affinity propagation (MEAP) has been proposed
as an extension to the single exemplar based Affinity Prop-
agation(AP). MEAP is able to automatically identify multiple
exemplars for each cluster associated with a superexemplar.
However, if the cluster number is a prior knowledge and can
be specified by the user, MEAP is unable to make use of such
knowledge directly in its learning process. Instead it has to rely
on re-running the process as many times as it takes by tuning
parameters until it generates the desired number of clusters.
The process of MEAP re-running may be very time consuming.
In this paper, we propose a new clustering algorithm called K-
MEAP which is able to generate specified K clusters directly while
retaining the advantages of MEAP. Two kinds of new additional
messages are introduced in MEAP in order to control the number
of clusters in the process of message passing. The detailed
problem formulation, the derived updating rules for passing
messages, and the in-depth analysis of the proposed K-MEAP are
provided. Experimental studies demonstrated that K-MEAP not
only generates K clusters directly and efficiently without tuning
parameters, but also outperforms related approaches in terms of
clustering accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Clustering is an important unsupervised learning technique
to find the pattern structure and information underlying the
unlabelled data. It attracts much attention of the researchers
from, to name a few, the areas of machine learning, data
mining, information retrieval and knowledge discovery. Many
different clustering algorithms based on various theories have
been developed and successfully applied in a wide range of
applications over the past decades [1], [2], [3]. The Affinity
Propagation (AP) [4] clustering algorithm groups the data
objects by identifying the most representative objects of the
data set called exemplars based on the similarity between
each pair of objects. AP has been widely used in many
applications because of its efficiency and insensitiveness to
initialization. However, identifying single exemplar for each
cluster in AP may not be sufficient enough to capture the data
structure hidden in the cluster. Moreover, in many applications,
each cluster of a data set may have multiple subclusters.
For example, the same person(cluster) could have different
facial expressions(subclusters) and the same hand written
digit could have different writing styles. To solve this kind
of problem, recently a new approach called multi-exemplar
affinity propagation (MEAP) [5] has been proposed. MEAP is
able to identify multiple exemplars to represent the subclusters
in each cluster automatically. Meanwhile each exemplar is
assigned to its superexemplar. With these advantages, MEAP

achieves significant improvements in the applications of image
categorization and handwritten digits clustering [5].

However, one drawback of both AP and MEAP is that
they are not able to generate specified number of clusters
directly when the number of clusters K is available. In many
applications, the number of clusters is a prior knowledge or
can be specified by the user. To achieve the desired number
of clusters, the suitable parameters named preference and
superexemplar preference are needed to be found for AP and
MEAP respectively. Bisection method is suggested to use
in AP to find a suitable preference for the specified cluster
number [4]. The process of finding the parameter may be
very time consuming because each change of the parameter
will cause the algorithm re-run once. K-AP [6] has therefore
been developed to address the issue. K-AP is able to directly
generate K clusters as user specified by adding one constraint
in the process of message passing to confine the number of
clusters to be K.

Inspired by the above idea, in this paper we propose
a new clustering algorithm called K-MEAP which is able
to directly generate K clusters specified by the user while
retaining the advantages of MEAP. Same as MEAP, K-MEAP
identifies multiple exemplars automatically for each cluster
with no need to specify the number of exemplars. Different
from MEAP, one more constraint which includes two new
kinds of messages is added into the objective function to
ensure the number of clusters to be K. Max-sum (the log-
domain max-product) belief propagation algorithm [7], [8],
[5] is applied to derive the updating rules of the messages
passing on the factor graph [9]. The experiments of K-MEAP
show that K-MEAP generates K clusters directly without
any parameter tuning and also performs better than related
algorithms in terms of clustering accuracy. Moreover, given
a specified cluster number, K-MEAP is much more efficient
than re-runned MEAP.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next
section, the details of the proposed clustering approach K-
MEAP are described including the objective function, the
derived rules for passing messages and the algorithm of K-
MEAP. Experiments on two image data sets are conducted and
the results are presented and analyzed in section III . Finally,
conclusions are drawn in section IV.



II. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Objective Function of K-MEAP

The objective function of K-MEAP is formulated as fol-
lows:

JK−MEAP =
N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

Sij(bij) +
N
∑

i=1

Hi(bi1, ...biN )

+

N
∑

j=1

Ej(b1j , ...bNj) +

N
∑

k=1

Fk(b11, ...bNN )

+G(b11, ...bNN )

(1)

Where bij is the element of an assignment matrix B. The non-
diagonal and diagonal elements of B are defined respectively
as follows:

bij =

{

1 if j is an exemplar of i

0 otherwise
∀i 6= j (2)

bii =

{

k ∈ {1, ..., N} if k is a superexemplar of an exemplar i

0 if i is not an exemplar
(3)

S is a function matrix [Sij(bij)]N×N shown as follows:

Sij(bij) =















sij , if i 6= j and bij 6= 0

sii + libii if i = j and bii /∈ {0, i}

sii if i = j and bii = i

0, otherwise

(4)

Here [sij ]N×N is defined as the similarity matrix in which
each element sij measures the similarity between an object i
and object j, and [lij ]N×N is referred to as a linkage matrix in
which each element lij measures the linkage of an exemplar
i and its superexemplar j. The above definition of S aims to
integrate two kinds of information as follows:

S = S1 + S2 =

N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

sij · [bij 6= 0] +

N
∑

i=1

libii [bii /∈ {0, i}]

(5)

Here, S1 represents the sum of the similarities between all
the data objects and its exemplars. S2 represents the sum of
the linkages between all the exemplars and its superexemplars.
[·] is the Iverson notation with [true] = 1 and [false] = 0.
Note that our definition of S is different from MEAP [5].
In MEAP, a suitable superexemplar preference lii need to be
found to achieve the specified cluster number. While, in K-
MEAP lii is not defined and used, instead the added constraint
in message passing will help to generate specified cluster
number automatically.

The objective of K-MEAP is to maximize S with assign-
ment matrix B satisfying the four constraints as follows:

Constraint Hi(bi1, ...biN ) enforces that each object i only
has one exemplar:

Hi(bi1, ...biN ) =











−∞ if
N
∑

j=1

[bij 6= 0] 6= 1,

0 otherwise.

(6)

Constraint Ej(b1j , ...bNj) enforces that if an object j is
selected as the exemplar of any other object i, then the object
j must be an exemplar:

Ej(b1j , ...bNj) =

{

−∞ if bjj = 0 but ∃i : bij = 1

0 otherwise.
(7)

Constraint Fk(b11, ...bNN ) enforces that if an exemplar k
is selected as the superexemplar of any other exemplar i, i.e.,
bii = k, then the exemplar k must be a superexemplar, i.e.,
bkk = k:

Fk(b11, ...bNN) =

{

−∞ if bkk 6= k but ∃i : bii = k

0 otherwise.
(8)

Constraint G(b11, ...bNN) restricts the number of clus-
ters(superexemplars) to be the specific number K:

G(b11, ...bNN ) =







−∞ if
N
∑

i=1

[bii = i] 6= K ,

0 otherwise.

(9)

Note that the last constraint differentiates K-MEAP from
MEAP. It ensures K-MEAP generate specified K clusters
directly without tuning parameters.

B. Optimization based on Belief Propagation

Similar as MEAP and K-AP, the problem of maximizing
the objective function JK−MEAP can be represented by a
factor graph [9] which is constructed by adding the constraint
G onto the factor graph of MEAP [5]. Max-sum belief prop-
agation algorithm is applied on the factor graph to maximize
the objective function of K-MEAP. The following discussions
are about the new messages of K-MEAP, the derived rules for
message passing and the generation of assignment matrix.

1) Messages of K-MEAP: As shown in Fig. 1(a),(b), there
are totally 14 types of messages passing in the factor graph
of K-MEAP. Fig. 1(a) shows the messages on a variable node
bij , i 6= j which is the nondiagonal element of assignment
matrix B. And Fig. 1(b) shows the messages on a variable
node bii, i = j which is the diagonal element of B. As we add
the constraint G on variable node bii, two messages named ψii

and λii are introduced consequently. These two messages are
the key differences compared to MEAP to enable K-MEAP
generate specified K clusters directly.

Fig. 1: Messages of K-MEAP passing between variable nodes
and function nodes



Based on the working principle of max-sum belief propa-
gation algorithm [5], the messages in Fig. 1(b) are calculated
as follows. Noted that here we only show the messages in
Fig. 1(b) as the messages in Fig. 1(a) are same as in MEAP.
Let q denote bii ∈ {0, 1, ...N}:

θii(q) = Sii(q) (10)

ρii(q) = θii(q) + ηii(q) + λii(q) +

N
∑

k=1

γik(q) (11)

αii(q) = max
b1i,...,bi−1,i,
bi+1,i,...,bNi

[Ei(b1i, ..., bii = q, ...bNi)+
∑

i′ 6=i

ρi′i(bi′i)]

(12)

βii(q) = θii(q) + αii(q) + λii(q) +
N
∑

k=1

γik(q) (13)

ηii(q) = max
bi1,...,bi,i−1,
bi,i+1,...,biN

[Hi(bi1, ..., bii = q, ...biN )+
∑

i′ 6=i

βii′ (bii′ )]

(14)

φik(q) = θii(q)+αii(q)+ηii(q)+λii(q)+
∑

k′:k′ 6=k

γik′(q) (15)

γik(q) = max
b11,...,bi−1,i−1,
bi+1,i+1,...,bNN

[Fk(b11, ..., bii = q, ...bNN )

+
∑

i′ 6=i

φi′k(bi′i′ )]
(16)

ψii(q) = θii(q) + αii(q) + ηii(q) +

N
∑

k=1

γik(q) (17)

λii(q) = max
b11,...,bi−1,i−1,
bi+1,i+1,...,bNN

[G(b11, ..., bii = q, ..., bNN )

+
∑

i′ 6=i

ψi′i′ (bi′i′ )]

=



































































max
T=UK−1({1,...,N}\{i})

(
∑

j∈T

ψjj(j)

+
∑

i′∈{1,...N}\{T,i},
bi′i′∈{0,...N}\{i′}

ψi′i′(bi′i′ )) q = i

max
T=UK({1,...,N}\{i})

(
∑

j∈T

ψjj(j)

+
∑

i′∈{1,...N}\{T,i},
bi′i′∈{0,...N}\{i′}

ψi′i′(bi′i′ )) q 6= i

(18)

In (18), UK−1({1, ..., N}) denotes the subset of {1, ..., N}
with number of K − 1 different elements. UK({1, ..., N})
denotes the subset of {1, ..., N} with number of K different
elements. λii(q) and ψii(q) is are the two messages between
constraint node G and variable node bii to help to generate
specified K clusters(superexemplars). When q = i which
means object i is already a superexemplar. Therefore only
K − 1 objects are needed to select as superexemplars to form
K clusters. Based on the same principle, K superexemplars
are needed to select when q 6= i. Note that the selection of
those superexemplars must satisfy the maximization condition
as given in (18).

To simplify the message passing, we adopt the derivation
methods applied in [5] and [4] by only focusing on the scale
differences of messages. The simplified rules for message
passing can be given as follows: For i 6= j

ρ̃ij = ρij(1)− ρij(0)

= sij −max[ max
j′ /∈{j,i}

(sij′ + α̃ij′ ),

max
q∈{1,...,N}\{i}

(liq + γ̃iq) + sii + α̃ii, sii + α̃ii + λ̃ii + γ̃ii]

(19)

α̃ij = αij(1)−αij(0) = min[0, max
q∈{1,...,N}

[ρ̃qj+
∑

i′ /∈{i,j}

[ρ̃i′j , 0]]]

(20)

∀i = 1, ...N, k = 1, ...N

ρ̃ki = ρii(k)− ρii(0)

=







sii + lik −max
i′ 6=i

(sii′ + α̃ii′ ) + γ̃ik k 6= i

sii −max
i′ 6=i

(sii′ + α̃ii′) + λ̃ii + γ̃ii k = i

(21)

α̃ii = αii(k)− αii(0) =
∑

i′ 6=i

max[ρ̃i′i, 0] (22)

φ̃ik = φik(k)−max
q 6=k

φik(q)

=



















min[lik − max
q/∈{0,k,i}

(liq + γ̃iq), α̃ii + ρ̃ki − γ̃ik,

lik − λ̃ii − γ̃ii] k 6= i

min[λ̃ii − max
q/∈{0,k}

(liq + γ̃iq), α̃ii + ρ̃ii − γ̃ii] k = i

(23)

γ̃ik = γik(k)− γik(q : q 6= k)

=



















min[0, φ̃kk +
∑

i′ /∈{i,k}

max[0, φ̃i′k]] k 6= i

∑

i′ 6=i

max[0, φ̃i′k] k = i

(24)

ψ̃k
i = ψii(k)− ψii(0) =

{

ρ̃ki + α̃ii k 6= i

ρ̃ii + α̃ii − λ̃ii k = i
(25)

λ̃ii = λii(q = i)− λii(q 6= i) = f([ψ̃k
i ]N×N ) (26)

Note that β and η are eliminated to simplify the updating rules.

In (26), [ψ̃k
i ]N×N is a N ×N matrix whose element is ψ̃k

i in

row i and column k. As shown in (26), λ̃ii is defined as the
scale different of λii(q = i) and λii(q 6= i). By only focusing

on calculating the scale difference, we can calculate λ̃ii based

on [ψ̃k
i ]N×N expressed as f([ψ̃k

i ]N×N ) in (26). The detailed

algorithm of calculating λ̃jj based on [ψ̃k
i ]N×N is given in

Algorithm-λ̃ as follows:



Algorithm-λ̃:

Input: [ψ̃k
i ]N×N , number of clusters K

Output: λ̃jj
1 Build [ψ̃k

i ]
′

N×(N+1) by adding one column with zeros to

the left of [ψ̃k
i ]N×N

2 Find maximum values and their positions for all rows

except jth row of [ψ̃k
i ]

′

N×(N+1)

3 Calculate Num-the number of maximum values whose

positions are the diagonal of [ψ̃k
i ]N×N and their

corresponding row indexes ID
4 if Num < K

Except rows j ∪ ID , calculate all the subtraction value
V between each maximum value and the value in

diagonal of [ψ̃k
i ]N×N in the same row.

λ̃jj is the mth small value in V , m = K −Num.
else

For each row in ID except row j if it is in ID ,
calculate all the subtraction value V 1 between
the second large value and the largest value

λ̃jj is the mth large value in V 1, m = Num−K + 1.
end

2) Generating Assignment Matrix: Each element bij in

assignment matrix B is evaluated by calculating the value b̂ij
which maximizes the sum of all the messages passing to the
node bij .

b̂ij =

{

1 if α̃ij + ρ̃ij ≥ 0

0 otherwise
∀i 6= j (27)

b̂ii =

{

argmaxk ρ̃
k
i if α̃ii +maxkρ̃

k
i ≥ 0

0 otherwise
(28)

Based on the assignment matrix B obtained by (27) and (28),
the superexemplars and exemplars can be identified and then
clustering labels are generated.

C. K-MEAP Algorithm

According to the above discussions, the K-MEAP algo-
rithm can be outlined as follows. First, all the simplified
messages are initialized to 0. Then they are iteratively updated

according to (19)-(25) and Algorithm-λ̃ until the assignment
matrix B stays unchanged for Tunchange times or the maxi-
mum iteration number Tmax is achieved.

Note that the same as AP and MEAP, a damping is
introduced to message updating to prevent oscillation and
ensure convergence. The damping is defined as follows [4]:

v = uvold + (1− u)vnew (29)

Here, v denotes any of the results of updating rules on the
left-hand side of (19)-(26) and u is the damping factor which
is recommended in [10] to be 0.9 for most cases.

The time complexity of K-MEAP is O(6 ·N2+N+p ·N)
considering the object number N and cluster number K . O(6 ·
N2) is the time complexity of updating 6 kinds of messages

ρ̃ij , ρ̃ki , α̃ij , γ̃ki , φ̃ki and ψ̃k
i . O(N) is the time complexity of

updating α̃ii. O(p · N) is the time complexity of calculating

λ̃ii where p = max{K −Num,Num−K + 1}. Here Num
is the number of maximum values whose positions are on the

diagonal of [ψ̃k
i ]N×N . In real application, p is always much

less than object number N . Therefore the time complexity of
K-MEAP can be considered as O(N2) which is as the same
as that of AP, K-AP and MEAP. It is obvious that K-MEAP
is more efficient than re-running MEAP in order to generate
specified K clusters using the same bisection method suggested
in [4].

Algorithm: K-MEAP

Input: Similarity matrix [sij ]N×N ,
linkage matrix [lij ]N×N ,
number of clusters K ,
maximum iteration number Tmax,
number of times B stays unchanged Tunchange

Output: Assignment matrix B
1 Initialize all the simplified messages to 0,

set iteration number m← 0,
number of B keeps unchanged n← 0

2 Repeat
m← m+ 1

Update ρ̃
(m)
ij , ρ̃

k(m)
i , α̃

(m)
ij , α̃

(m)
ii , γ̃

k(m)
i , φ̃

k(m)
i ,

ψ̃
k(m)
i using (19)∼(25)

Update λ̃
(m)
ii using Algorithm-λ̃ based on λ̃

(m−1)
ii

Calculate B(m) using (27), (28)

if B(m) = B(m−1) then n = n+ 1 else n = 1
Until(m = Tmax or n = Tunchange)

3 Output B

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, experimental studies of the proposed ap-
proach are conducted two image data sets. The experiments are
conducted to show the performance of K-MEAP and its ability
of identifying subclusters comparing to the related approaches
including K-medoids, AP, K-AP and MEAP. Note that other
multi-exemplars based approaches for example MPC [11] is
not included here because MEAP outperforms them as shown
in [5] on the same data sets. The experiments implemented
in Matlab were conducted on a PC with eight cores of Intel
I7-3770 with 8 gigabytes of memory 1.

A. Data sets

The performance of the algorithms are compared on the
following data sets.

JAFFE(Japanese female facial expression database) [12]:
This data set has 10 classes which are 213 facial images of
10 Japanese females. Each person poses 7 facial expressions
including happiness, sadness, surprise, anger, disgust, fear, and
one neutral expression. Each expression is one subclass of the
same person. The goal is to cluster the 213 images into 10
clusters and each cluster contains the images that belong to
the same person.

MNIST [13]: This data set is composed of 10 classes which
are 0 to 9 handwritten digits images. There are 70,000 28×28

1The Matlab code of K-MEAP is available via email request to the author.
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Fig. 2: The NMI result on the JAFFE data set.

pixel images. We use a subset of the data set which contains
1000 images with 100 images in each digit category. Each
image is represented as a 784 dimensional feature vector. Each
element in the vector is the pixel value which is normalized
to [0, 1] by dividing 255.

B. Construction of Similarity matrix

For JAFFE and MNIST data sets, the similarity matrix is
constructed by applying the same methods as used in MEAP
[5].

C. Evaluation criterion

Two popular external metrics Normalized Mutual Informa-
tion(NMI)[14] and Adjusted Rand Index(ARI) [15] are used to
evaluate the clustering results, which measure the agreement of
the clustering results produced by an algorithm and the ground
truth. The higher the values of the two metrics are, the better
the clustering result is. The values are equal to 1 only when
the clustering result is same as the ground truth.

D. Results on data sets with subclusters (JAFFE and MNIST)

Fig. 2 shows the results of NMI on JAFFE data set with
different cluster numbers for different approaches. Limited
by the space, we only show the results of NMI here. The
results of ARI have the similar pattern. Note that the different
cluster numbers of AP and MEAP are achieved by using the
same bisection method to find the suitable parameters. For
K-medoids, K-AP and K-MEAP, the number of cluster is
specified beforehand. Moreover, for MEAP and K-MEAP, the
same exemplar preference sii is set to compare them fairly.
The damping factor u is set to be 0.9 for AP, MEAP, K-AP
and K-MEAP. The results of K-medoids is the mean value of
1000 runs with a random initialization of each run. As shown
in the figure, K-MEAP not only generates K clusters directly,
but also achieves the best accuracy compared to the other
four algorithms. When the specified cluster number K is equal
to the ground truth(K=10), K-MEAP performs perfectly with
100% clustering accuracy. We plot the K-MEAP results on
JAFFE(K=10) in Fig. 3. As shown in the figure, the superex-
emplar and exemplars are the representative faces for each
cluster and subclusters respectively. Moreover, all the faces
belong to the same person are grouped into the same cluster
correctly. We also observed that the facial expressions in each
subcluster are similar to each other. Four clusters(persons)
named KM, MK, NA, YM in Fig. 3 are almost perfectly
divided into 7 subclusters with each one represents a type of
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Fig. 4: The NMI result on the MNIST data set.
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Fig. 5: The computational time of the five approaches with
different number of clusters on JAFFE and MNIST data sets.

a facial expression correctly, while only one cluster(person)
named MK is perfectly divided into 7 subclusters which is
reported on Fig.8 in the paper of MEAP [5].

Fig. 4 shows the results of NMI on MNIST data set with
different cluster numbers for different approaches respectively.
The experimental setting is same as that of JAFFE. As shown
in the figure, K-MEAP also performs better than the other
four algorithms with almost all the cluster numbers in the
experiment. The running time of the five approaches on JAFFE
and MNIST data sets are shown in Fig. 5(a),(b) respectively.
As shown in the figure, given a specified cluster number K,
K-MEAP is much more efficient than re-runned MEAP. The
efficiency is more obvious as shown in Fig. 5(b) because the
size of MNIST data set is larger. MEAP may be re-runned for
many times to find suitable parameters to generate specified
K clusters. For example, when cluster number is specified as
8 for MNIST data set, MEAP needs be re-runned 34 times.
K-MEAP is slower than K-medoids and K-AP because more
messages need to be updated to identify multiple exemplars.



(1) KA Cluster (2) KL Cluster (3) KM Cluster (4) KR Cluster (5) MK Cluster

(6) NA Cluster (7) NM Cluster (8) TM Cluster (9) UY Cluster (10) YM Cluster

Fig. 3: Clustering result by K-MEAP on JAFFE dataset. The superexemplars and exemplars are annotated by thick and thin red
box, respectively. The linkage between every exemplar and its corresponding superexemplar is represented by black arrow.

Table. I shows the results of all the approaches when the
specified cluster number matches the ground truth. From the
table we can see that K-MEAP performs the best on both data
sets. Compared to MEAP on the two evaluation criterions(NMI
and ARI), the improvements of K-MEAP on JAFFE are 2%
and 3.1%, respectively. On MNIST data set the improvements
are 14.8% and 18.5%, respectively. Compared to MEAP, the
computational time of K-MEAP on JAFFE and MNIST are
reduced by 19.9% and 73.4%, respectively. K-medoids and
K-AP are faster than K-MEAP, however their accuracy are
lower.

TABLE I: NMI, ARI and Time results of the five approaches
on JAFFE and MNIST with true cluster number

Algorithms
JAFFE MNIST

NMI ARI Time(s) NMI ARI Time(s)

K-medoids 0.7771 0.6824 0.3043 0.3450 0.2111 1.6216

AP 0.9000 0.8700 1.5715 0.3922 0.2436 124.8396

K-AP 0.9802 0.9701 1.5615 0.3785 0.2501 47.5044

MEAP 0.9832 0.9716 4.0028 0.4407 0.2836 410.1594

K-MEAP 1 1 3.2066 0.5060 0.3361 109.2109

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new exemplar based clustering ap-
proach called K-MEAP for data analysis, and apply K-MEAP
on several real world data sets to demonstrate its feasibility and
potential. K-MEAP not only identifies multiple exemplars and
superexemplars automatically, but also generate the specified
K clusters directly without tuning parameters and re-running
algorithm. Two new kinds of messages are added to replace
the function of the parameter in MEAP specified by the user to
control the number of clusters. The experimental results show
that given a specified cluster number K, K-MEAP not only
identifies multiple exemplars and generate K clusters directly
and efficiently, but also outperforms related approaches in
terms of clustering accuracy on both data sets.

In the future, to make K-MEAP scale for large data sets,
further studies may be conducted to reduce the time complexity
of K-MEAP by combining the strategies of large data analysis.
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